The Game of Cycles, introduced by Su (2020), is played on a simple connected planar graph together with its bounded cells, and players take turns marking edges with arrows according to a sink-source rule that gives the game a topological flavor. The object of the game is to produce a cycle cell -a cell surrounded by arrows all cycling in one directionor to make the last possible move. We analyze the two-player game for various classes of graphs and determine who has a winning strategy. We also establish a topological property of the game: that a board with every edge marked must have a cycle cell.
The Game of Cycles
A fertile mix of topological and graph-theoretic questions arise from considering the following game, called the Game of Cycles. Figure 1 . A board is a connected planar graph together with its bounded cells.
Start with any simple connected planar graph of dots (vertices) and edges. It divides a bounded region of the plane into cells. A graph together with its bounded cells is a game board. Two players take turns marking one unmarked edge with an arrow pointing along the edge in one direction or the other. The arrows must obey a sink-source rule: players are not allowed to create a sink (a dot all of whose edges are all marked pointing toward that dot) or a source (a dot all of whose edges are marked pointing away from that dot). Each edge can admit only one arrow, and arrows serve the same function in the game no matter who marks them. Players must make a move if they have a move available. Figure 2 . The board on the left has a source at b and a sink at i. These are not allowed in the Game of Cycles. Also, the square edgh is not a cycle cell, because the path e → d → g → h → e does not enclose a single cell. In the board on the right, the square dabe is a cycle cell.
The object of the game is to produce a cycle cell, a single cell in the board whose boundary edges are all marked by arrows all cycling in the same direction (either clockwise or counterclockwise). The first person to create a cycle cell wins the game, but if play ends without a cycle cell, the person who makes the last possible move is declared the winner.
The Game of Cycles was introduced in Francis Su's recent book Mathematics for Human Flourishing [3] , along with two natural questions: (1) Who has a winning strategy in this game and what is that strategy? (2) If every edge of a board is marked, must there be a cycle cell? In this paper we shall investigate (1) for various classes of game boards, answer (2) in the affirmative, and suggest several more questions suitable for exploration and play.
Game Play
Play this game for a while and you'll notice some interesting things. Marking edges has important consequences for nearby edges. For example, if you mark an edge with an arrow so that it forms the second-to-last arrow of a potential cycle cell, that move would allow your opponent to complete the cycle and win. We call such a move a death move for that cell. We assume that players will want to avoid such moves. For instance, suppose it is your turn in the game board of Figure 3 . If you marked the edge eg with an arrow from e to g (which we denote e → g), that would be a death move for you, since your opponent could then play d → e to complete the cycle e → g → d → e and win.
Thus if you encounter a triangle with a single marked edge, avoiding death moves will restrict the direction that you can mark the other two edges of that triangle. If you now mark one of them with an arrow pointing opposite the death move direction, the triangle becomes uncyclable, meaning that the triangle can no longer be made a cycle cell. In that case the remaining edge of the triangle is no longer restricted by avoiding a death move in this cell (though there may be a restriction imposed by an adjacent cell). This is an interesting aspect of the game: continued play can increase or decrease the number of potential future states of unmarked edges.
An edge where both possible markings are problematic (because the arrow would be a death move or create a sink/source), and where at least one is a death move for an adjacent cell, is said to be currently unplayable. Note that currently unplayable edges may become playable later. In Figure 3 , the edge de is currently unplayable, since marking it in either direction is a death move for you-your opponent could immediately complete the square cycle cell above it or a triangular cycle cell below it.
The sink-source rule also has some important consequences. For instance, the direction cannot change at a degree 2 vertex: if one edge is marked with an arrow pointing towards the vertex, the other edge may only be marked with an arrow pointing away, and vice versa. For example, in Figure 3 , vertex i is a degree 2 vertex, so the edge hi can only be marked with an arrow pointing towards i.
More generally, if a vertex has all but one edge marked with arrows pointing towards it and the remaining edge is unmarked, we call that vertex an almost-sink. The unmarked edge of an almost-sink can only be marked with an arrow pointing away from the vertex, or else it would violate the sink-source rule. We can also define an almost-source in a similar fashion. In Figure 3 , vertex c is an almost-sink, and vertex i is an almost-source.
We will call an unmarked edge markable if it may be marked with an arrow without violating the sink-source rule. When an unmarked edge is incident to two almost-sinks (respectively, to two almost-sources), we call such edges unmarkable because neither marking of an edge is allowed: one direction forces a sink (respectively, source) at one neighboring vertex, and the other choice forces a sink (respectively, source) at the other vertex. Once an edge becomes unmarkable, it stays unmarkable (in contrast to currently unplayable edges that can later become playable). In Figure 3 , the edge cf is unmarkable.
Similar Games
The Game of Cycles is an example of an impartial combinatorial game. A combinatorial game is a game in which two players alternate turns, with a clearly defined set of moves available and no hidden information or element of chance, until one of the players wins. A combinatorial game is called impartial when the moves available in any configuration are the same for each player.
Historically, graphs have been a fertile ground for playing and studying combinatorial games. In the game of Dots and Boxes, first introduced in [2], a board has a grid of fixed vertices, and players take turns drawing edges between adjacent horizontal or vertical dots, attempting to completely enclose boxes when possible. The game ends when all edges have been drawn, and the winner is the player who has enclosed the most boxes. Another pair of games that can be played on more general graphs are Col and Snort [1] . While they were originally presented as map-coloring games, they can equivalently be described as being played on planar graphs that represent the map, in which players take turns coloring vertices. Depending on which game is being played, a player is either not allowed to color two adjacent vertices the same color, or not allowed to color two adjacent vertices different colors. In either case, once one player has no legal move available, the other player is declared the winner.
Each of these games has a key distinction from the Game of Cycles we are studying. Unlike Dots and Boxes, the Game of Cycles is played on a graph with both vertices and edges already present, with existing edges being labeled. In addition, when a box is completed in Dots and Boxes, the game continues; once a cycle is formed in the Game of Cycles, the game is over. The Game of Cycles is more similar to Col or Snort, though there are still significant differences. Aside from the obvious distinction of marking edges instead of vertices, in Col or Snort each player is only allowed to mark a vertex with their specific color, whereas the Game of Cycles is impartial. However, the unmarkable edges resulting from the sink/source rule are similar to the unmarkable vertices often found in a completed game of Col or Snort.
In any combinatorial game, one can ask: who has a winning strategy? A strategy is a specification of what moves to make in any situation, and since there are no draws, Zermelo's theorem [4] tells us that one player has a winning strategy, a way to force a win no matter how the other player plays. We shall be interested in determining a winning strategy for various classes of boards. Since the game is impartial, one might think about appealing to the Sprague-Grundy Theorem [1] , but this is not a hopeful approach because the size of the game tree generally grows exponentially with the number of edges of the board. We shall instead appeal to the structure of the boards to develop winning strategies.
Simple Boards
In this section, we examine the game on some simple boards in order to develop some intuition into the strategy and mechanics of the game. We begin with playing on a K 4 board, the complete graph on four vertices embedded in a plane, and progress to a few other simple boards before proving general strategy theorems for boards with certain symmetries.
Every planar realization of K 4 produces the same board, a collection of 2-dimensional cells, edges, and vertices which looks like Figure 4 . Theorem 1. On a K 4 board, Player 2 has a winning strategy.
Proof. We describe a winning strategy for Player 2. After Player 1 makes the first move, Player 2 should respond by marking the unique edge that is not incident to the the first marked edge. This produces a board with exactly one external edge and one internal edge marked, which, up to rotation or reflection, must look like either Board 1 or Board 2: Consider first Board 1, the case where the edge ab is marked with an arrow a → b. Note that the edge ad is currently unplayable: marking it a → d is a death move for Player 1 because the bottom cell can be immediately cycled by Player 2, and marking it d → a is a death move Player 1 because the left cell can immediately be cycled by Player 2. Thus there are three available edges on which Player 1 can play on their second move. Note that on each of these edges, there is only one move that is not a death move, since all three cells already have a cycle direction chosen by the first two moves. After Player 1 makes their move, Player 2 can ensure that the board becomes one of the following two: In the first case, the game is over because the remaining edges are unmarkable due to the sink-source rule. In the second case, only death moves for Player 1 remain. Therefore Player 2 wins in both cases.
The argument for Board 2, in which edge ab is marked b → a, is analogous, leading to Player 2 winning. Thus Player 2 has a winning strategy. Now let's consider a C n board: a single cell whose boundary is a cycle graph C n with n vertices and n edges alternating along the boundary of the cell. The following lemma will be useful to analyze a C n board. Lemma 2. If a C n board has no markable edges, the number of unmarkable edges must be even.
Note that to say a board has no markable edges means that the game has played out as far as it can play-no further moves are possible.
Proof. We first show if every there are no markable edges, then there cannot be two unmarked edges adjacent to one another. For if there were adjacent unmarked edges ab and bc, then vertex b would not be an almost-sink or almost-source, hence bc (for instance) could not be unmarkable. Thus bc is markable, a contradiction.
Next notice that two adjacent marked edges must be pointing in the same direction (clockwise or counterclockwise), to keep the vertex in between from being a sink or a source.
Thus the unmarkable edges must divide the boundary of the C n board into uni-directional chains of marked edges, and the direction must change at each unmarked edge. Since starting at some edge and moving around the circle brings us back to the same edge, the number of direction changes must be even.
Theorem 3. The play on a C n board is entirely determined by parity. If n is odd, Player 1 wins. If n is even, Player 2 wins.
Note that saying a player 'wins' is stronger than saying a player has a winning strategygameplay is deterministic and the outcome does not depend on the sequence of moves made.
Proof. Since there is only one cell, and a cycle cell around it happens only if there is no unmarkable edge, the winner will be determined solely by the parity of the number of moves made. The number of moves made is equal to the number of edges minus the number of unmarkable edges in the final board state. The result follows since the number of unmarkable edges must be even. So we see that as long as players make legal moves, there is no real "strategy" needed at all. Theorem 4. Let n ≥ 4. Consider a C n board subdivided into two cells by one internal chord connecting two non-adjacent vertices. If n is even, then Player 1 has a winning strategy, and if n is odd, then Player 2 has a winning strategy. Proof. Call the player who has a winning strategy Player W . To prove the theorem, we will show that, unless W wins because the other player plays a death move prematurely, Player W can force unmarkable edges to come in pairs on this graph by the time the game ends. Then the result follows from the parity of the number of edges marked, as in the proof of Theorem 3 above, and because if n is even, the total number of edges is odd, and if n is odd then the total number of edges is even.
The region immediately surrounding the chord looks like Figure 8 where the dotted lines represent identification or a collection of edges joined by vertices of degree 2. The graph has exactly two degree 3 vertices a and b, the endpoints of this chord.
If n is even, we claim Player W is Player 1, and their first move should be to mark the chord ab with an arrow in either direction. The direction of this arrow will suggest an orientation of the boundary of each of the two cells that border it, one clockwise and the other counterclockwise. For instance, suppose Player 1 marks the chord with an arrow a → b. Player 1's next two plays should guarantee that one edge incident to a and one edge incident to b are each marked in the direction opposite to that implied by the chord (if the other player doesn't make those moves). This means placing an arrow either a → c or a → e, and placing an arrow either d → b or f → b. Such moves are always possible at each degree 3 vertex, since even if Player 2 plays 'with' the chord on one of the edges incident to that vertex, Player 1 can play as desired on the other edge incident to that vertex on their next turn.
If n is odd, we claim Player W is Player 2, and a winning strategy relies on the same key idea of marking edges in direction opposite that implied by the chord. If Player 1 marks the chord on their first turn, Player 2 should immediately play on one of the incident edges in the direction opposite to that implied by the chord. If Player 1 instead plays initially on an edge incident to the chord (for example c → a) or incident to one of those edges (for example, the other edge incident to c, say x → c), Player 2 should mark the chord in the direction opposite that implied by that edge (in this case, b → a). After the next move by Player 1, or following any other initial Player 1 move, Player 2 can now follow the same strategy that Player 1 employed above to ensure that there are edges incident to both a and b with arrows marked in directions opposite to that implied by the chord.
At this point, whether n is odd or even, either the left cell or the right cell has a direction change at a (but not both, else a would be a sink or source). Similarly, either (but not both) the left or right cell has a direction-change at b. A key observation is that when the game concludes, if there isn't a completed cycle, all the direction changes in a cell must occur at ummarkable edges or possibly at a or b, because there cannot be a direction change at any other vertex (else it would be a sink or source, being of degree 2). As in the proof of Lemma 2, the total number of direction changes within a cell must be even.
So after initially ensuring a direction change at a and at b, Player W 's winning strategy is to complete a cycle if the other player plays a death move, and otherwise Player W should just avoid making a death move until the game concludes with no markable edges. Such a move will always be possible because if the only option for Player W in one cell is to play a death move, then all but 2 edges in that cell are marked and the other cell must have direction changes at both a and b. If this is Player W 's move, a comparison of the parity of the total number of edges and the number of moves played will show that there must be an odd number of unmarked edges in the other cell. These cannot all be unmarkable (else the number of direction changes in that cell would be odd).
Thus we may as well assume that the game ends when there are no markable edges. At that time, there are exactly two direction changes at a and b, and there must be an even number of direction changes in each cell. Together, these observations imply that any unmarkable edges come in pairs, as we set out to show.
We point out that unlike Theorem 3, the game play on the board of Theorem 4 is not deterministic. In non-optimal play, if there is just a single direction change at the degree 3 vertices, as in Figure 9 , then the same argument illustrates that there will be an odd number of unmarkable edges in a finished game, so the player who has a winning strategy will not win in this case. The game play on the board of Theorem 5 below is also not deterministic.
Theorem 5. Let n ≥ 3. Consider a board with two cells, formed by a cycle graph C n with one additional internal vertex a that has edges to exactly two adjacent vertices b and c on the cycle C n . If n is odd, then Player 1 has a winning strategy and if n is even, then Player 2 has a winning strategy. Proof. The outcome of the game will be determined by what happens in the vicinity of the degree 3 vertices b and c (see Figure 10 ). Vertices d and e are either identified (in the case n = 3) or are connected by a chain of edges and degree 2 vertices (in the case n > 3), which we've represented with a dotted line. Note that this board contains two cells: the triangular cell abc and a larger cell with n + 1 edges.
The winning strategy here follows a pretty simple idea: don't make a death move. As before, let Player W denote the player who has a winning strategy. We'll show, as in Theorem 4, that Player W can avoid making a death move until the game is in a state where the winner is determined by parity. It will be sufficient to show that Player W can ensure that the triangular cell is uncyclable, and from that point on, finishing the game is the same as concluding the game on the larger cell alone.
If At this point in either scenario, play proceeds as if it were only on the larger cell, a cycle of size n + 1. The result follows by noting that play ends when there are no unmarkable edges, they must come in pairs, and the parity of the number of edges played determines the winner.
Symmetric Boards
We now consider boards with various kinds of symmetry. For example, suppose we consider a board with 180 • rotational symmetry. The 180 • rotational symmetry of the board ensures that every vertex v has a partner vertex v ′ that it is paired with under a 180 • rotation. The only case where v is identical to v ′ is if v is a vertex at the center of the rotation. Similarly, every edge has a partner edge that it corresponds to under this symmetry of this board. For example, looking at Figure 11 above, we see that vertex a and vertex c are partners, vertex b vertex d are partners, edges ab and cd are partners, and edges de and be are partners. This suggests that Player 2 might have a "mirror-reverse" strategy to win any game on this board:
(1) If possible to win by completing a cycle, do so.
(2) If that is not possible, mirror Player 1's strategy by observing Player 1's most recent move i → j and playing j ′ → i ′ , the partner edge of ij with its arrow reversed. For example, in Figure 11 , if Player 1's first move is to mark the edge a → b, Player 2 would respond by marking the edge d → c. Here is one possible complete game where Player 2 follows this mirror-reverse strategy with rotation:
• Player 1 marks a → b.
• Player 2 marks d → c.
• Player 1 marks a → e. • Player 2 marks e → c. We note at this point that a is an almost-source, and c is an almost-sink. We should worry whether Player 2 is always able to make a move-in other words, the prescribed edge to be marked is available, does not create a source/sink, and does not produce a death move for Player 2.
Indeed, this mirroring strategy may require Player 2 to make a death move in some instances. Consider Figure 12 below and possible moves made by Player 1 and Player 2 in a game. Oops, we are in trouble, since that was a death move. Player 1 can close either cycle and win. The problem appears to be that Player 2's response to Player 1's added to a cycle that Player 1's move was contributing to. We could prevent this situation from occurring if we require that no edge and its partner border the same cell. Now what if we had a board like Figure 13 , where one edge is its own partner under 180 • rotational symmetry? In this case, notice that if Player 1 plays the self-symmetric edge, marking e → f first, then the remainder of the board can be played just as before, with Player 2 now the "first player", and Player 1 always mirroring Player 2's moves. This suggests a mirror-reversing strategy for Player 1 could be a winning strategy, provided no edge and its partner are part of the same cell.
For example, a complete game could look like:
• Player 1 marks e → f . • Player 2 marks a → e. A mistake by Player 2.
• Player 1 marks d → a, and wins.
We shall prove that the mirror-reversing strategy works for boards with rotational symmetry, but also for boards with a reflective symmetry, as in Figure 14 . This board also has natural pairings of edges into partners, as before, but this time we use reflection to produce partners. For example, looking at Figure 14 above, we see that vertices b and e are partners, and vertices c and d are partners. Vertex a is a partner to itself, as is vertex f . Similarly, edge ab is partner to edge ae, and edge de is partner to edge cb.
For this board, here is a possible game where Player 2 follows a mirror-reverse strategy with reflection.
• Player 2 marks e → a. Note that the edge eb is a fixed edge under the reflection. In this case Player 1 has a winning strategy, which would be to first play the fixed edge (in either direction), and thereafter, no matter what Player 2 does, Player 1 can mirror-reverse Player 2's moves (as long as completing a cycle isn't an option).
Here is a possible game where Player 2 follows this strategy in Figure 15 .
• Player 1 marks b → e. • Player 2 marks e → a.
• Player 1 marks a → b, and wins. This strategy, however may fail for the simple board in Figure 16 with reflective symmetry. Here is a possible game where Player 1 follows this strategy.
• Player 1 marks a → d.
• Player 2 marks b → d.
• Player 1 marks d → c following the strategy, but this is a death move.
• Player 2 marks c → a, and wins. In this case the problem arose because the marked edge ad is in both cells, but it is not its own mirror-reverse. So it contributes towards building a cycle in one cell but not the other. So Player 1 does not win this board if they follow a mirror-reversing strategy employing reflection, but notice that Player 1 could win using a mirror-reversing strategy employing 180 • rotation.
We now state our theorem that covers both rotational and reflective symmetry, because these symmetries are examples of involutive symmetry. A board has involutive symmetry if there is a non-trivial symmetry τ of the board which is its own inverse. In this case, τ is called an involution. Any involution assigns a unique partner to each vertex, edge, and cell.
Call a vertex, edge, or cell self-involutive if the involution of that vertex, edge, or cell is itself. Note that a self-involutive edge may not necessarily fix vertices, and a self-involutive cell may not necessarily fix edges or vertices. Call a cell part-involutive if the cell is not self-involutive, but at least one edge in the cell has its partner also in the cell. Call a cell nowhere-involutive if no edge of the cell has its partner in the cell. Thus, a cell is either self-involutive, part-involutive, or nowhere-involutive.
Theorem 6. Let G be a board with an involution such that each cell is either self-involutive or nowhere-involutive. If there is no self-involutive edge, then Player 2 has a winning strategy. If there is exactly one self-involutive edge whose vertices are not fixed by the involution, then Player 1 has a winning strategy.
Proof. If i is a vertex, call its involution partner i ′ . Similarly, for an edge e or cell σ, let e ′ and σ ′ denote their partners under the involution. If ij denotes the edge with endpoints i and j, we say 'playing i → j' means a player will mark an arrow from i to j.
We claim that the player with the winning strategy, whom we'll call Player W , can win by using a "mirror-reverse" strategy in responding to the other player, whom we'll call Player X. Player W 's mirror-reverse strategy is this: Player W should complete a cycle if possible, but otherwise Player W should look at the arrow Player X played on the previous move (say, i → j) and play the mirror-reverse (by playing j ′ → i ′ ) on the next move.
If there is no self-involutive edge, then we'll show Player 2 has the mirror-reverse strategy as a winning strategy (with Player 2 in the role of Player W and Player 1 in the role of Player X).
If there is a self-involutive edge whose vertices are not fixed by the involution, then we show that Player 1 has a winning strategy by playing the self-involutive edge (in either direction) as a first move, then using the mirror-reverse strategy in responding to subsequent moves by Player 2 (with Player 1 in the role of Player W and Player 2 in the role of Player X). Note that, since we assumed the involution doesn't fix vertices of the self-involutive edge mn, the vertices m and n must be partners. This implies that an arrow m → n is itself fixed under the mirror-reverse operation, since the arrow is first reversed by the mirroring involution and then reversed again by the reversal step. (This property is essential to ensure that the arguments below about playing partner edges will hold without trouble.)
We'll now check that this strategy for Player W is always available, will never lead to a sink or source for Player W , and will not lead to a death move for Player W . This implies Player X cannot complete a cycle or make the final move, so Player W wins.
Let's assume Player W has followed this strategy for the entire game so far, and that Player X plays i → j in the current move. We first note that the move j ′ → i ′ must be available to X, because (1) if that partner edge had been previously played by Player X, then Player W would have played i → j before the current move, and (2) if that partner edge had been previously played by Player W , it would have been the response to Player X playing i → j before the current move. Now we confirm that the mirroring move will always be legal for Player W , that is, it will not produce a sink or source at some vertex v. For suppose it did, and suppose v = v ′ . Since every edge incident to v has now been marked, every edge incident to v ′ has also been marked. Since the mirroring strategy involves switching directions when marking the partner edge, if v is a source (or sink) than v ′ is a sink (or source). Therefore the move by Player X that Player W is mirroring must already have violated the sink-source rule, a contradiction. In the case v = v ′ (which happens when v is self-involutive) we see that v cannot be a source or sink after Player W 's mirroring move, since Player X's and Player W 's moves together result in one arrow pointing towards v and another pointing away. For instance, in the board of Figure 11 above, if Player X marks d → e, Player W would respond by marking e → b.
Next, we note that this move for Player W is not a death move, i.e., this move will never permit Player X to play an edge that will complete a cycle. For if, after W 's move, there were an edge e that Player X could mark to complete a cycle cell around a cell σ, then W 's move must have produced an almost-cycle: all but one edge in that cycle must already be marked with arrows cycling in one direction around the cell σ. By assumption, σ is either self-involutive or nowhere-involutive. In the case that σ is self-involutive, the final unmarked edge e must be a self-involutive edge (else if e's partner edge in σ were distinct, then it would have been played earlier, which would imply that e had already been played before this move). But if e were self-involutive, it would have been played as the first move of the game (by Player 1) so it cannot be available now. And in the case that σ is nowhereinvolutive, consider the almost-cycle in σ and look at the corresponding partner edges-these must have formed an almost-cycle in σ ′ prior to Player W 's move in σ. But then the mirrorreversing strategy would have urged Player W to mark the partner edge e ′ to complete the almost-cycle in σ ′ rather than play the current move to create an almost-cycle in σ. Together, these observations show that this move for Player W cannot have been a death move.
With the theorem we obtain some immediate corollaries as special cases.
Corollary 7. Let G be a board with 180 • rotational symmetry, and no edge and its partner part of the same cell. If there is no edge through the center of the board then Player 2 has a winning strategy. If there is such an edge, then Player 1 has a winning strategy.
This follows from Theorem 6 by noting that if no edge and partner is of the same cell, then every cell is nowhere-involutive.
Corollary 8. Let G be a board that is symmetric by reflection across some line, with no edges along that axis of symmetry and at most one edge crossing that axis of symmetry. On this board, Player 2 has a winning strategy if there is no edge crossing this axis of symmetry. If there is a single edge crossing this axis of symmetry, Player 1 has a winning strategy.
This can be proved by noting the hypotheses guarantee that there is at most a single selfinvolutive edge, and no cell is part-involutive, so Theorem 6 applies. Note that this theorem does not say anything about boards with multiple self-involutive edges.
Filled Board Theorem
Because of the sink-source rule, the Game of Cycles has a topological flavor that is reminiscent of the Brouwer fixed point theorem or theorems about nonvanishing vector fields on balls. In particular, the arrows along edges are like a 'discrete vector field' and the source-sink rule prevents the existence of a 'vanishing point' at vertices. The cycle cell is the analogue of a vanishing point at cells. The Game of Cycles resembles the process of converting a graph into a digraph, which can be interpreted in terms of redesigning a road map in a city from two-way streets to one-way streets. The vertices are interpreted as intersections and the edges as streets. The assumption that no sinks and no sources are allowed means that there are no intersections with streets exclusively in or streets exclusively out. The roles of the players and the winning strategy can be omitted in this interpretation but another problems becomes more relevant: for which game boards (street designs) there exists a traffic design that uses exclusively one way streets. In the game terminology we express it as having no unmarkable edges.
Theorem 9. Let G be a finite, connected game board with no sinks and no sources and such that every edge is marked with an arrow. Then G contains a cycle cell.
Since every edge e of our board will have an arrow, we will henceforth use this notation to indicate the direction of each edge: we write e = uv to indicate an edge with an arrow u → v.
Proof. Our strategy to show that the game board has a cycle cell is to first find a directed cycle (not necessarily surrounding a cell), and then use an iterative process that produces progressively smaller directed cycles. Since the game board is finite, this will eventually lead to a directed cycle surrounding a single cell-the desired cycle cell.
It will be important to our construction that any such directed cycle γ be inside-absorbing: if e is an edge in G that lies inside the directed cycle γ and is incident to a vertex v on γ, then e = uv for some vertex u. (Note that a cycle cell would vacuously satisfy this property.) Figure 17 . An inside-absorbing directed cycle.
In Figure 17 , the boundary of the figure is a directed cycle (since the arrows flow in one direction) and it is inside-absorbing (because on the inside, all incident edges point towards the cycle).
Claim 10. The game board G must contain a directed cycle that is inside-absorbing.
Proof of Claim 10. To obtain our directed cycle we begin at any vertex u 1 and construct a directed path u 1 → u 2 → · · · → u k . Since our game board contains no sinks, there will be at least one directed edge u 1 u 2 for some vertex u 2 . To select the other edges in the directed path we define a clockwise edge selection rule in the following manner. Select edge u 2 u 3 by moving clockwise around vertex u 2 , starting from the incoming edge u 1 u 2 until you encounter the first outgoing edge u 2 u 3 for some u 3 . See Figure 18 for an example of the rule. Now do the clockwise edge selection rule at u 3 to find u 4 , and do the rule at u 4 to get u 5 , etc., and continue in this fashion until you eventually reach a vertex u k that already exists in the path. This yields a directed cycle C. It is either a counterclockwise cycle (if it surrounds a bounded region on its left) or a clockwise cycle (if it surrounds a bounded region on its right). Case 1: Suppose C is a counterclockwise cycle. Then by construction C is inside-absorbing, because our clockwise edge selection rule at vertices ensures that an inside edge (on the "left side" of the cycle) must be directed towards the vertex. See Figure 19 , leftmost diagram.
Case 2: If C is a clockwise cycle, then our construction has produced a cycle with the property that every edge outside the cycle that is incident to a cycle vertex must be directed toward that vertex, as in the middle diagram of Figure 19 . We shall use this C to produce a new cycle that is inside-absorbing.
Start at any directed edge w 1 w 2 of C. Now use a counterclockwise edge selection rule to determine an edge w 2 w 3 by moving counterclockwise around vertex w 2 , starting from the incoming edge w 1 w 2 until you encounter the first outgoing edge w 2 w 3 for some w 3 . (See Figure 18 , middle diagram.) Then do the counterclockwise edge selection rule at w 3 to find w 4 , and continue in this fashion, repeatedly using counterclockwise edge selection until you eventually reach a vertex w k that already exists in the path. This yields a directed cycle C ′ .
For an example, see Figure 19 . Performing the counterclockwise edge selection rule on the clockwise cycle in the middle diagram, starting at the edge ab, might produce an inner path like a → b → c → d → e → ... evident in the rightmost diagram, which winds around and returns to d, yielding a directed cycle C ′ .
Note that C ′ must be contained inside C, because all edges outside C and incident to C must be directed towards C. This prevents C ′ from leaving C. Thus C ′ cannot contain more cells than C.
If C ′ and C contain the same number of cells, then C ′ = C. This means that the clockwise and counterclockwise edge selection rules selected the same edges, implying that all other edges incident to the directed cycle were directed towards cycle vertices, and so Claim 10 is satisfied.
So suppose instead that C ′ contains strictly fewer cells than C. Then we must again break into cases depending on whether C ′ is clockwise or counterclockwise. If C ′ is clockwise then (by a similar reasoning as in Case 1 above) C ′ also satisfies the claim. If instead C ′ is counterclockwise, then in a similar fashion to Case 2 above, we can produce another cycle C ′′ , contained in C ′ , this time using a clockwise edge selection rule.
We can continue producing smaller directed cycles using the clockwise or counterclockwise edges selection rules until an inside-absorbing directed cycle has been created. This process will terminate because at each iteration of creating a new directed cycle, the number of cells within the directed cycle either gets smaller or stays the same. This number cannot get smaller forever, so it must stabilize at some point. This completes the proof of Claim 10.
Claim 11. Every inside-absorbing directed cycle on game board G either borders a cycle cell or contains a strictly smaller inside-absorbing directed cycle.
Proof of Claim 11. Consider the complex consisting of the directed cycle and all edges, vertices, and cells inside of it. Remove the interior of all cells (0-, 1-, and 2-dimensional) in this complex that intersect the directed cycle. Call the resulting object the gut of the cycle. Note that the gut may take on a number of forms, and may even be disconnected. Some examples are shown in Figure 20 below. The shading inside the gut of the figure on the left is meant to indicate the existence of any number of configurations of edges and vertices making up the interior of the gut. If the gut is empty, then there are no vertices lying inside the directed cycle, hence the directed cycle must be the border of a cycle cell.
If the gut is non-empty, consider any vertex v in the gut. Because v is not a source, and because all edges outside the gut and incident to it are pointing away from it, there must be an edge inside the gut that points towards v. Since the same is true of every vertex in the gut, we can trace backwards along directed edges from a vertex v to produce a path that must remain inside the gut. As in the proof of Claim 10, we can use a clockwise selection rule to choose such a path. Since this path must eventually intersect itself we will locate a directed cycle in inside the gut. If it is not inside-absorbing, we can argue as in our proof of Claim 10 that by alternating our selection rule between clockwise and counterclockwise as needed, we can eventually obtain a directed cycle that is inside-absorbing and smaller than the original directed cycle. This completes the proof of Claim 11. The two claims above allow us to produce a sequence of progressively smaller directedcycles within game board G. By finiteness of the game board, this sequence must be finite and thus ends when a cycle cell has been produced, the desired conclusion of proof of Theorem 9.
In the proof of Claim 11, it may be worth noting that the gut cannot be entirely onedimensional, i.e., a collection of trees. The proof shows why, because tracing backwards in the gut must yield a cycle in the gut. So the gut of the diagram in Figure 21 cannot occur. 
Further Questions
There are many unanswered questions that naturally emerge from our exploration. For instance:
• Can you determine winning strategies for other classes of boards? For instance, is there a general winning strategy for boards with exactly 2 cells? Such a result would extend Theorems 4 and 5. The board formed by gluing a heptagon and a pentagon together along two adjacent common edges is not covered by those theorems. • To augment Theorem 6, what can be said about boards that have reflective symmetry but with more than one self-involutive edge, as in Figure 22 ? This figure is the simplest board that is not covered by any of our theorems. • All the theorems we have proved so far have shown, for various classes of boards, that if the number of edges in the board is odd, Player 1 has a winning strategy, and otherwise Player 2 has a winning strategy. Is there a board that does not follow this pattern? • How does the game change in strategy if finishing the game without a cycle cell is considered a "draw" (rather than a win for the last player)? • On a larger board, how does the game change in strategy if the object were to complete as many cycle cells as possible (rather than just one)? (One might explore rewarding the completion of a cycle cell with another turn.) • How would you play the game with 3 or more players? Are there interesting game boards that can be analyzed? • This game is played on a 2-dimensional cellular complex that can be embedded in the plane. One could define a similar game for a 3-dimensional complex, where 2-dimensional faces are marked with an orientation.
